Rhyming
Jeopardy Answer Key
Set your pocket chart up following the format below:
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A kitten
grows up to
be a: cat
To play
baseball you
need a ball
and a: bat
The
opposite of
skinny: fat

The
opposite of
woman: man
Soup comes
in a: can

This helps a
fish swim:
fin
Every team
wants to:
win

A toy that
you can roll:
ball
Another
word for
Autumn: fall

This blows
air around
to make you
cool: fan
Like a car
but bigger:
van
If you lay
out in the
sun you can
get a: tan
Today I
run,
yesterday
I: ran

Opposite of
fat: thin

You hang a
picture on
the: wall

To turn a
top in tight
circles: spin
A little
smile: grin

The
opposite of
short: tall
You use the
phone to
make a: call

An identical
brother is
a: twin

Another
word for
little: small

Like a
mouse, but
bigger: rat
You can
have this
or: that
Another
name for a
“little talk”:
chat

A kitten grows The opposite
up to be a __ of woman
This helps a
fish swim

A toy that you
can roll

To play baseball Soup comes in
you need a ball a ___
and a ___

Every team
wants to ___

Another word
for Autumn

The opposite
of skinny
Like a mouse,
but bigger
You can have
this or ___
Another name
for a “little
talk”
Opposite of
fat

This blows air
around to make
you cool
Like a car but
bigger
If you lay out
in the sun you
can get a ___
Today I run,
yesterday I
___
You hang a
picture on
the___

To turn a top The opposite
in tight circles of short
A little smile

An identical
brother is a
___

You use the
phone to make
a ____
Another word
for little
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